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Short Description
He is the Founder and Chief Movement Officer of FutureSightLabs. He is an
exceptionally motivating speaker with grand stage presence. This is due to his experience
in working with leading brands where he has identified key shifts in the workplace that
are both presently, and predicted to happen.

About

Seth Mattison is the Founder and Chief Movement
Officer of FutureSightLabs. He is an exceptionally motivating speaker with grand stage
presence. This is due to his experience in working with leading brands where he has
identified key shifts in the workplace that are both presently, and predicted to happen.
FutureSightLabs strives to advise these world-leading brands and organizations around
topics such as innovation, change in the workplace, talent management and leadership
skills and qualities. 



Recognised as one of the “Editors’ Picks For Favorite Speakers” in 2013 by
MeetingsNet, Seth is an undeniably charismatic and celebrated speaker who assimilates
his own personal experience with his sharp mind that is attentive to the progressing
evolution of both the workforce and place. His innovative ideas are brought to life
through his engaging and knowledgeable presence on stage and he offers actionable
content that leave an instant impact. His passion and cutting-edge ideas to help generate a
solid understanding of today’s workplace has allowed him to be featured in publications
such as The Wall Street Journal, The Huffington Post, and The Globe. 

Seth’s ideas have spread globally, reaching an audience of business leaders that have
benefited from his resourceful and acute perspective on the future of work. He has helped
today’s leaders develop relevant, adaptable and innovative perspectives on the key
strategic issues. Seth is an established keynote speaker who reaches an audience of all
kinds, ranging from Business-to-Business, SMEs’, nonprofits and more. His
presentations have been commended and recognised for their three essential qualities:
entertainment, information and motivation. 

Over the last 5 years, he has received accolades from the world’s leading brands
including: MasterCard, Johnson and Johnson, Microsoft, Kraft Foods, AT&T, PepsiCo,
GE Energy, Prudential Real Estate, Cisco, Dow, Disney, Deloitte, State Farm and Merrill
Lynch. His knowledge became printed as he co-authored “The War at Work: A Tale of
Navigating the Unwritten Rules of the Hierarchy in a Half Changed World”. 

His fee is $25,000 plus all travel expenses for one

Videos
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Requirements
Engagement
Price Range $25K to $50K
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